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This playbook is in accordance  
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guidelines as of July 28  
and is subject to change.
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WELCOME BACK!
IT’S TIME TO COME BACK!
Since last spring, Malone leaders have discussed best 
practices, sought medical advice, examined public health 
guidelines, and engaged with many higher education 
institutions to develop tangible plans for helping students 
to continue with their educational goals. We are happy to 
announce that the Institution will return to face-to-face 
instruction in the fall with responsive and adaptable options 
created to meet the current and emerging needs of students. 
Unfortunately, we are unable to return to the normal that we 
knew in January 2020. 

The innovative protocols of this document keep the holistic 
care of our Malone community members at the heart of our 
actions. The plan combines face-to-face instruction with 
synchronous and asynchronous learning options with ways  
to mitigate the risk of spreading the coronavirus. 

“The fourth foundational principle of Malone University calls 
us to love our students,” said Malone President David King. 
“We are once again demonstrating our love for our students 
by developing a plan of instruction that meets their individual 
needs. No student will be excluded. We will ensure that they 
can continue on their path to a Malone degree.” This playbook 
follows CDC guidance in collaboration with local health 
departments, and we will continue to adapt if the situation 
grows to greater risk.

Changes in regulation/information continue to evolve,  
so please stay up to date on our website at:

www.malone.edu/fall-reopening-plan-for-students/covid-response-team/

www.malone.edu/new-fall-plan-for-instruction-2020/residence-life-updates-for-fall-2020/

We are once again 

demonstrating our love  

for our students by  

developing a plan of  

instruction that meets  

their individual needs.

David King, Ed.D., president
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TASK FORCE
MEMBERS OF THE TASK FORCE
This team of longtime higher education professionals is responsible for ensuring a plan is in place for an adaptive pandemic 
response that is consistent with the guidelines from agencies including FEMA, CDC, the Ohio Health Department, and the  
Canton Health Department. They are responsible for developing institution-specific protocols, monitoring the adoption of 
the plan, and responding to new developments in the pandemic as they arise. The members of our Task Force  are excited 
to welcome Pioneers back to campus in a safe and healthy way. We have prepared this document to outline all of the safety 
and health protocols that will be in place to combat COVID-19 upon your return. It is up to each of us to promote social 
responsibility and self-regulation, to do our part to ensure that our campus remains safe. 

Greg Miller, Institutional Coordinator
Provost
gmiller@malone.edu

Jennifer Bilek
Director of Human Resources
jbilek@malone.edu

Debra Lee
Dean of the School of Nursing & Health Sciences
dlee@malone.edu

Responsible for the overall implementation of the institutional pandemic preparedness and response plan, Dr. Miller ensures that 
Malone’s response is consistent with current local, state, and federal guidelines and orders. He is responsible for classroom, library, 
labs, and internship/academic experiences protocol, including international study abroad decisions, etc.

Serves as the point person representing employee care; 
responsible for ensuring that employment protocols align with 
best practices provided by the CDC and the Governor’s office. 

Tim Bryan
Vice President for Marketing & Communication
tbryan@malone.edu

Communication lead responsible for vetting all COVID-19-related 
communications for the Institution; ensures all communication 
accurately reflects current scientific knowledge and current state 
and local guidance. 

Education and training lead; oversees all pandemic-related 
communication and ensures communication is scientifically 
accurate and vetted through relevant channels; oversees 
pandemic-related training processes including preparedness and 
response for faculty, staff, and students. 

Katie Robbins
Vice President for Finance & Business Affairs
krobbins@malone.edu

Responsible for dining hall and other food service set-ups, 
configuration of common areas such as office buildings, Wellness 
Center, and computer labs. Communicates and serves as liaison 
with partners such as local hospitals and the health department as 
well as financial liaison with government health care funding. 
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Christina Schnyders
Director of the Graduate Program in 
Counseling and Human Development
cschnyders@malone.edu

Melody Scott
Chief Student Development Officer
mscott@malone.edu

Kris Vincent
Facilities Manager
kvincent@malone.edu

Serves as the point person for communication with faculty 
and other academic personnel; mental and emotional health of 
community members. 

Responsible for common campus student arrival and departure 
times, on-campus residence hall protocol, Orientation, 
Spiritual Formation, Student Activities protocols. Oversees the 
management and care of quarantined and isolated individuals; 
works with the local health department and others, leads 
to address non-medical needs of quarantined and isolated 
students. 

Responsible for protocol ensuring spatial/classroom 
configurations and operations, laboratory logistics, and sanitation 
and disinfection; manages daily and periodic disinfection 
logistics, including routine and deep cleaning and disinfection 
processes in accordance with current CDC and EPA guidelines. 
Identifies personal protective equipment (PPE) and materials with 
necessary types and quantities of preventative materials. 

Adam Klemann
Chief Information Officer
aklemann@malone.edu

Serves as the point person for developing institutional 
technology responses for instruction and business operations. 

Becky Rodak, RN
Director of the Student Health Center
rrodak@malone.edu

Tanya Hockman
Interim Director of Athletics
thockman@malone.edu

Responsible for all athletic facilities, intercollegiate athletics, 
and intramural sports; accountable to make sure that athletic 
activities are conducted in a manner consistent with local, state, 
and federal guidelines. 

Develops and monitors protocol related to virus prevention 
including, but not limited to, symptom-monitoring, access to 
testing, and contact-tracing. 

TASK FORCE (continued)
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STAYING SAFE
A RESPONSIBLE AND SUCCESSFUL RETURN 
Safety is our number one priority and informs all of our decisions. State and local health guidelines are updated regularly. 
According to the CDC, the virus is thought to be spread mainly from person-to-person. This means it may spread between 
people who are in close contact with one another or through respiratory droplets when an infected person coughs or 
sneezes. These droplets can be spread by those not showing symptoms. 

The CDC also reports that we should avoid touching a surface or object with the virus on it and touching our mouth, nose, or 
eyes. However, this is not the main way it spreads. 

Therefore, we believe some of the best ways to prevent illness from COVID-19 are to:

 Wear face coverings in public areas

 Socially-distance at least 6 ft. apart

 Limited size of group gatherings

 Increase sanitation and disinfection plans in high contact areas

 Checking individual symptoms regularly

 Install protective barriers in high traffic areas

 Post signs throughout campus reminding everyone to practice safety

 Institute regular disinfection methods, such as additional installation of hand sanitizer stations

 Plan phased return of employees and students 

Further outlined measures are listed on  
the following pages as a way to minimize 
the risk of spreading infection.
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WHAT TO DO …
PROTOCOL FOR THOSE WHO ARE OR  
HAVE BEEN SYMPTOMATIC 
What should I do if I am not feeling well?
If a student or employee is symptomatic or in recent close contact with someone else who has tested positive with 
COVID-19, they should stay home and self-quarantine in designated living quarters until cleared by a medical professional 
to return to campus. Employees and students are responsible to monitor their health. Becky Rodak, RN and our Student 
Health Center staff are designated staff responsible for responding to COVID-19 concerns for students.

Residential students who present symptoms will stay in place, and they will notify the Student Health Center and 
appropriate residence hall staff immediately. The Student Development staff will initiate protocols to accommodate  
the student. A student should keep their instructors and advisers informed of their situation.

Commuter students who present symptoms should not report to campus until cleared by their medical doctor and should 
keep their instructors and advisers informed of their situations. 

CONTACT: Becky Rodak, RN  —  rrodak@malone.edu 

What if I have a pre-existing medical vulnerability that may put me at  
a higher risk?
If you have a pre-existing medical vulnerability, please contact Anna Meadows, director of the Center for Student Success. 
Employees should contact Human Resources or their supervisor. We also encourage you to discuss any concerns with your 
medical doctor. The needs of vulnerable populations as defined by the CDC and other employees with significant special 
circumstances will be addressed and every reasonable effort made to accommodate them. 

CONTACT: Anna Meadows  —  ameadows@malone.edu

What should I do if I had COVID-19?                                                                                                                       
Malone University partners with Aultman Hospital for staffing. Becky Rodak, RN and our Student Health Center staff 
(Dr. Marvin, Dr. Johns, and Kelly Kenirary, NP) are designated staff responsible for responding to COVID-19 concerns for 
students. If you have been sick with COVID-19 symptoms, tested positive for COVID-19, or been potentially exposed to 
someone with COVID-19 (either in your community or through international travel), follow CDC guidance to self-isolate and/
or stay home.

Students and employees should notify the nurse at the Student Health Center if they had a confirmed case of COVID-19. You 
can email Becky Rodak, RN at rrodak@malone.edu. She will have further specific guidance for you in August, and please do 
not forget to include your contact information and student I.D number in the email.
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  Follow federal, state, and local health official guidelines and best practices for health and safety (maintain social 
distance, wear a face covering, regularly disinfect personal workspaces, perform frequent hand washing). 

  Take your temperature and perform a self-assessment for symptoms each day before coming to campus. 

  Employees who are feeling ill are to stay home, inform their supervisors, and call their healthcare provider for 
further instructions.

  Supervisors shall make reasonable accommodations to ensure the safety of employees, especially those who 
are in at-risk groups as defined by the CDC. 

  Keep service and safety to our students of paramount importance.

  June 15  & July 15 - phased approach of employees returning to workspaces.  
Supervisors may have developed alternatives and communicated that to individual divisions.

  By August 3, it is the goal to have employees back on campus and be ready for the return of students. The 
exceptions would be in cases where physical distance cannot be maintained or an employee is in one of the high-
risk groups. In those cases, the supervisor will develop schedules that provide reasonable accommodations (i.e., 
allowing for remote work either part or full time when appropriate, moving a staff member to another area to 
work, adjusting shifts, etc.), and these alternative plans will require the approval of the appropriate supervisor. 

EMPLOYEE SPACES 
  Employees will practice social-distancing in offices where able and encourage appointments of visitors/

coworkers. 

  In some cases, where an employee is in a high-risk category, as defined by the CDC, the employee’s workload  
can be accomplished remotely through approval of supervisor and Human Resources.

  Employee meetings should continue to take place virtually, if they are unable to find a large enough space to 
maintain six foot distance and remain compliant with federal, state, and local orders.

EMPLOYEE TRAVEL 
  Domestic travel for Malone business is restricted until at least August 30, 2020. 

  Personal Travel: If an employee travels outside of the United States for personal reasons (not related to  
business), they are asked to follow CDC guidelines upon their return – to self-quarantine (stay home) for two 
weeks before returning to work. 

  During that time, employees who can do so may work from home. If the employee’s job cannot be completed  
from home, they are required to take vacation or leave without pay. 

EMPLOYEE PROTOCOLS
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TIMELINE for RETURN
JUNE 

  Limited return of some employees,  
with permission from appropriate  
vice-president, for essential tasks.

  Admissions tours resume, following protocols 

JULY 
  Employee return to campus timeline  

and protocols 

  Wellness Center opening

  Malone Campus Store opens

  Countdown held on-ground

  Governor Mike DeWine to make  
announcement regarding universities in Ohio

  NCAA to make final determination about  
fall sports

  Immigration to make decisions regarding 
international students

  Communication to students about  
return-to-campus protocols

  Final housing placements for students

AUGUST 
  Employees back: August 3

  International students can begin returning:  
August 10

  Student communication about protocols ongoing

  Residence Life staff training: returning RAs  
arrive August 9; new RAs arrive August 11

  Course Assistant training: August 11

  Student Senate training: August 15-17

  Hoover Dining Room opens: August 20  
(meal plan begins)

  Orientation: August 19th for incoming students; 
August 20th for transfers

  Returning Student Arrival: August 22-23

  Classes begin August 24

  Student Health Center opens: August 24

  First permissible athletic practice: August 28
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ADMISSIONS
  Admissions work has continued in a virtual format. 

  Campus tours resumed in June. 

  Tours are conducted by staff and local student ambassadors. 

  Facial coverings are required for student ambassadors and staff, as well as for visitors. 

  Staff members are permitted to meet with prospective students in their offices if they are able to provide 
6-feet of physical distance. If not, the undergrad and graduate recruiting staffs have coordinated general 
open spaces to meet with prospective students. 

  Admissions will continue to offer virtual appointments and tours for families who are not comfortable 
coming to campus.
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ACADEMICS
  Faculty have been diligent to create a supportive academic experience for students to be successful. 

  The University academic calendar is available at: 
https://www.malone.edu/academics/academic-resources/academic-calendar/

  In order to accommodate students who are unable to attend their courses in-person for a COVID-19-related 
reason, classrooms will be equipped with webcams and a secondary monitor so that students can join the 
class in real-time without being physically present. The use of technology within the classroom to share 
material virtually is available. Not all courses are suitable for remote instruction.

  If a student is unable to participate in the synchronous participation format for a COVID-19-related reason, 
an asynchronous course option may be available. There will be additional assignments for those students 
who cannot participate in either in-person or synchronous learning, and will be determined by faculty 
members on a case-by-case basis. Not all courses are suitable for remote instruction.

  Face coverings are required in classrooms, labs, and hallways for students, faculty, and staff. Outside, with 
proper physical distancing, face coverings may not be necessary.

  Classroom protocols will depend on the size of the classroom and enrollment of the class. Classes have 
been assigned rooms and supplied with sanitizing supplies. Classes will be capped and scheduled in rooms 
that allow for physical distancing. As a general rule, students will be spaced at a 6-foot distance. Tables and 
desks will be marked or rearranged to indicate where to sit. Faculty and students will wipe down spaces 
they have used before leaving class (podium, desks, etc.). Classroom board markers and erasers must be 
kept and used by individual faculty or wiped down after use.

  In addition, while Malone will return to face-to-face learning, an accommodation to teach remotely has 
been made for those faculty members who cannot risk exposure. Students will be advised about any course 
that has been changed to a remote modality. 

  In hallways, it is recommended that there be one-way flow with arrows to mitigate close encounters in the 
halls and stairways. 

  Faculty will review COVID-19 protocols and best practices on the first day of class.

  When students and faculty meet privately in faculty offices for advising, mentoring, or academic 
assistance, all safety protocols regarding distancing, facial coverings, and disinfection will be followed. 
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How will classes dependent upon in-person activities be conducted?  
(e.g. field experiences, music ensembles, or science labs):

The Provost’s Office has worked with each department to develop a plan to meet course objectives in a COVID-19 
context for all non-traditional learning experiences. Students will be contacted by their individual instructor with 
more information as the semester approaches. This may mean staggered lab instruction, smaller gatherings for 
rehearsal sessions, virtual meetings, and other methods by which the faculty member believes students will receive 
the same quality of learning. In the coming weeks, the Provost’s Office will continue working with each impacted 
department to develop a course-by-course contingency plan to enable students to complete required experiences  
as much as possible without falling behind in their progress toward graduation.

ACADEMICS (continued)

Signs like the one 
pictured here will be 

posted outside all class 
rooms that will be in use.
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ATHLETICS
  In late July, it is anticipated that the GMAC President’s Council will make a determination on whether or not 

fall sports may take place and what precautions will be required. The guiding principles will continue to 
be based on health and safety best practices; federal, state, and local laws; Malone University policy; and 
NCAA recommendations. 

  The NCAA Rules Committee is in the process of amending rules/protocols for each sport to help mitigate 
risk during competition.

  Training sessions can be conducted. All sessions must be scheduled by the coach and initiated (voluntary) 
by the athlete. 

  International students and fall out-of-state student athletes may report (optional) as early as Monday, 
August 10. The aforementioned populations of students must communicate with Student Development and 
their respective coach regarding the anticipated date/time of returning to campus as food service will not 
be available until mid-August. 

  Student-athletes will be screened prior to any athletic related activity for risk factors. 

  Students and coaches will participate in the disinfection of equipment at the start and end of each  
practice/competition. 

  Students who exhibit symptoms will not be permitted to  
practice or compete. 

  Campus protocols for dealing with a student illness will be in  
force at that time.

  Isolation and quarantine guidelines for student-athletes will  
follow NCAA, CDC, and University guidelines.

  Spectator and travel policies will be guided by state and  
federal mandates and university guidelines. 

  Each sport poses a different risk of spreading COVID-19  
based on ball transfer and contact during practice and  
competition: (e.g. golf is low contact, baseball is moderate  
contact, soccer and basketball are high contact). 
Therefore, each sport may have different standards  
and requirements. 

Signs like the one pictured 
here will be posted outside 

Osborne Hall and the 
Wellness Center.
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BUSINESS OFFICE
  Students visiting the Business Office or Registrar should wear a facial covering. Employees will be wearing 

masks when working individually with students.

  We ask that only one student at a time be in the office or at the cashier windows.

  Students are encouraged to adhere to social-distancing protocols in the lounge area adjacent to the cashier 
windows while waiting for their opportunity to talk with staff members.

  Students wishing to provide documents to Business Office personnel are encouraged to use the drop box in 
the hallway just outside the office.

  The area will be deep-cleaned regularly and hand sanitizer will be available.

for everyone’s 
PROTECTION
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CENTER for  
STUDENT SUCCESS

In collaboration with the Office of Student Development, students with medical conditions will be granted additional 
housing and academic accommodations. In order for a student to be granted additional accommodations, she or he will 
need to have a medical professional provide sufficient documentation. A Medical Condition Disability Verification Form is 
needed in order for students to be granted accommodations for medical reasons.  

  The main lobby will have plastic partitions in place to ensure that staff and students are safe when interacting.  

  Facial coverings and other best practices will be encouraged to promote public safety.

 TUTORING
  Peer tutoring will take place in person and virtually through appointment. All tutoring in person will be done using 

Malone’s stated safety protocols. All tutoring rooms will be cleaned after each use and hand sanitizer will be 
available.

ADVISING
  Academic advising will take place virtually. Deb Black will be working remotely throughout the fall semester. She 

will meet with students via Google Meet or will answer any questions via phone or email. Students can also stop 
by the Center for Student Success (CSS) if they have immediate questions regarding schedules. 

  When face-to-face meetings are necessary, they will be primarily by appointment with walk-ins discouraged. 

  Students meeting with their adviser will be asked not to arrive early to their appointments to avoid congregating 
in tight spaces. If needed and appropriate, face-to-face meetings will be relocated to larger, more open spaces. 

TESTING
  Students who use testing services will still test in the CSS but will be required to adhere to Malone’s stated 

safety protocols. Private rooms will be utilized when available, and all students will be required to wear masks 
and be seated 6 feet apart. Testing rooms will be cleaned after each use and will have hand sanitizer available.

  Testing Center chairs will be removed to allow for physical distance. Students who arrive early will need to wait 
in the hallway at physical distance from others. Students may not bring any items to the Testing Center other 
than testing materials (pen, pencil, scrap paper, etc.). Workspaces will be disinfected between appointments.

ACCESSIBILITY SERVICES 
  Students who require accessibility services will be encouraged to meet via Zoom, Google Hangout, FaceTime, 

phone, or email. 
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DINING SERVICES
AVI FRESH 
The staff who work in our dining spaces plan to reinforce existing rules of food safety, personal hygiene, and infection 
control which will minimize the risk of viral spread. They will maintain safety and student/faculty/staff confidence in 
all dining areas so that everyone can feel safe. 

  Provide training for current employees and new hires on personal hygiene, food handling, and proper 
uniform including facial coverings, and cleaning/disinfecting areas. 

  Post maximum capacity at all entrances. 

  Minimize seating capacity at the  Hoover Dining Commons; monitor the capacity that is determined by the 
University and state guidance, move furniture to create adequate physical distancing.

  Use a hand-held counter to count the number of students and limit entry when capacity is reached.

  Enhance signage to provide guidance on acceptable distancing and new measures being implemented. 

  Eliminate self-serve stations; employees will serve plated food. Menus will be redesigned and service 
delivery adapted (i.e., plated vs. buffet) to support any event and adhere to current guidelines.

  Use floor decals to help space out the line for registers and food ordering. 

  Establish a set sanitation time to completely wipe down the dining areas.

  Adjust catering option depending on University protocols and state orders regarding events and address on 
an event-by-event basis. 

  Consider expanding seating during peak times for Hoover Dining Commons to Brehme Conference Room 
and Deuble Room.

  Only card options available; no cash handling.

  Install plastic guards around the cashier’s station.

  Eliminate salt shakers, pepper shakers, and napkin dispensers on tables.

  Clean and sanitize tables after each use. 

  All meals will have to-go options in green box containers and tumblers.
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EXPERIENTIAL or  
SERVICE LEARNING

STUDY ABROAD
Due to COVID-19 travel concerns, Malone University is suspending semester study abroad programs for Fall 2020. For more 
information, please contact Dr. Elizabeth Patterson Roe, director of the Center for Intercultural Studies, at eproe@malone.
edu or 330-471-8626. 

SERVICE-LEARNING TRIPS
Due to COVID-19 travel concerns, Malone University is suspending international service learning trips for Fall 2020.  
Spring Break 2021 and May 2021 international service learning trip decisions will be made by the end of 2020.  
For more information, please contact Dr. Elizabeth Patterson Roe, director of the Center for Intercultural Studies,  
at eproe@malone.edu or 330-471-8626.

The ability to travel for the spring semester is being closely monitored following CDC, US State Department, and WHO 
guidance for decision-making. Staff are closely monitoring the guidance on international travel and having conversations 
relative to safety and advisability of such experiences. Some primary considerations are safety of students, access to 
quality health care, and presence of “hot spots” in international locations.

CONTACT:  Elizabeth Patterson Roe – eproe@malone.edu / 330-471-8626
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FACILITIES
Since April, the Physical Plant staff has been working with each department to identify problem areas and 
implement solutions. Their priority is on creating distance and increasing ability to disinfect the spaces utilized by our 
community. Several measures have been established:

  Plexiglass barriers have been or are currently being installed in high traffic areas.

  Hand sanitizing stations will be installed in greater numbers around campus.

  Completed cleaning and disinfecting in all campus buildings.

  Disinfectant is being ordered and gathering spaces are being re-configured.  

  Used ground markings, signs, and physical barriers as appropriate to keep everyone at least six feet  
from one another.

  Determined best methods for performing deep cleans around campus. 

  Removed chairs and desks to ensure proper physical distancing in conference and waiting rooms.

  Posted maximum occupancy in common break areas and reconfigured seating to accommodate  
appropriate physical distancing.

  Turned off water fountains. 

  Identified frequently-touched areas (e.g., doors, cabinets) and investigated options to implement  
no/reduced touch options.

WORK STUDY
FEDERAL WORK STUDY (FWS) RECIPIENTS 
No physical checks will be provided, students must provide banking information for their federal work study pay to be 
directly deposited into their savings or checking account.
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FINANCIAL AID
  Students visiting the Financial Aid Office should wear a facial covering. Employees will be wearing masks 

when working individually with students.

  Please follow the directions provided on the floor and wall outside the office which will provide friendly 
reminders of social-distancing protocols.

  Scheduling appointments is encouraged, especially when family members will be joining students for 
meetings. Financial Aid staff will walk students and families to designated meeting spaces within Brehme 
which provide privacy and sufficient space so that social-distancing protocols can be maintained.

  A drop box is being added to the hallway outside the Financial Aid Office to allow students to provide 
documents that do not require immediate attention or signatures.

  Students are encouraged to email or call the Financial Aid Office at 330-471-8159 with any questions or 
concerns they may have regarding financial aid.

  A contact request form is also available in the hallway outside the Financial Aid Office. Students may 
submit their contact request form through the drop box in the hallway outside the Financial Aid Office.  
Your contact request will receive a response within 24 hours. 

6 FEET
minimum
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INFORMATION  
TECHNOLOGIES

  Computer labs: each lab has been individually evaluated for social-distancing while trying to make as many 
computers available as possible. Disinfectant/hand sanitizing stations are in each computer lab. 

  Webcams are installed in classrooms to allow for in-class and out-of-class participation.

  Guidance for students needing assistance to connect to their courses using campus calendaring, Google Meet, 
Zoom, or through the Moodle learning management system.

  Visitors to the IT Help Desk should wear a mask. Hand sanitizer is also available at this location. 

  Instructions on ordering and picking up checked out equipment can be found at www.malone.edu/helpdesk by 
searching FAQ77.

  The Help Desk can be reached via email at helpdesk@malone.edu, via the web at http://www.malone.edu/helpdesk,  
or by phone at 330.471.8428.

  The Help Desk disinfects all items before check-out. 

  When dropping off equipment for service: 

  Users must wipe down equipment before turning over to Help Desk. 

  Help Desk staff will also disinfect before returning it to the student. 

DISINFECT
Spray equipment before  
and after use
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CATTELL LIBRARY
The Cattell Library will be in operation in accordance with the recommendations of the CDC and the Institute of 
Museum and Library Sciences (IMLS).

  Spaces within the library will be modified to promote distance, and the library will follow CDC protocols for 
best practice.

  Public resources (printers/staplers/etc) will be sanitized after use.

  Throughout the library, posted signs will remind everyone to maintain 6-foot distance, continue diligent 
hand-washing, and wear masks while in public areas. Signs will also explain symptoms and other general 
campus safety protocols:

  The library will be open to current students and employees by access through the card swipe door  
with a valid Malone University ID card.

  The Bailey Room will remain open 24 hours with posted occupancy signs.

  Staff will be available for virtual assistance via phone, email, chat, Zoom, or Google Meet for  
assistance with research or accessing resources.

  Students who are displaying any signs of illness should not enter the library.

  Students should follow posted signs that designate maximum room occupancy for smaller study rooms.

  Extra chairs will be removed and furniture will be arranged so that students know optimum social distance 
arrangements.

  High-touch surfaces (keyboards, printers, tables, door handles, etc.) will be cleaned regularly throughout 
the day. Use of personal computers is recommended.

  Lobby interior doors will be propped open while the library is open.

  Library staff will use face masks and safety screens while in public areas.

  Books will be quarantined for 72 hours before return to circulation.

  Students will have the option to request that library staff to pull books, check them out, and bring them  
to the lobby.

  Library staff will be available to assist with scanning course material.
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LIBRARY SAFETY MEASURES FOR STUDENT STAFF 
  Student staff should not report to work if they display any symptoms of illness. They should contact  

their supervisor immediately and remain isolated.

  Student employees will wear masks unless working alone in a private area in technical services.

  Student employees will view Malone-provided videos on COVID-19 protocols.

  The library will provide instruction on proper cleaning protocols for library equipment and work spaces  
and for regular cleaning of public areas.

  Each student employee will use just one computer and phone during his/her shift. S/he will disinfect  
those items and the circulation desk counter at the beginning and end of shift.

  Shipping/receiving: Students assigned to open bags or ship materials will wear gloves (we are waiting  
for OhioLINK’s best practices instructions), masks, and aprons. Aprons will be placed in a plastic bag  
and will be taken home each weekend to be washed.

  Books will be checked-in once per day. Staff will place books on a daily truck for 72-hour quarantine  
before shelving.

  Student employees will disinfect all printers and copiers, the computers that have been used by the public 
(keyboard, mouse, desktop), and the doorknobs into the Bailey Room during each hour’s headcount.

  Student employees and staff will not be responsible for enforcing social-distancing or exceeding  
occupancy rules.

  Each employee will bring his/her own covered mug or water bottle for drinks.
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OSBORNE HALL
Osborne Hall will be scheduled on the Google calendar and hours will vary from week to week.

  Facility is open to faculty, staff, and students only.

  Gym must be reserved prior to use and can be done by emailing Tanya Hockman.

  Anyone coming to Osborne Hall will be asked to scan their Malone University I.D. and required to answer a 
series of questions related to possible symptoms of the Coronavirus.

  Bring your own water bottle as water fountains are turned off.

  Wear facial coverings in public areas (lobby) and when visiting offices.

  Facial covering is not required by athletes in the gymnasium.

  Outdoor spaces are available for use by faculty, staff, and students. Users must be ready to present Malone 
University I.D. to use.

  GOLF HITTING ROOM: Maximum occupancy is 3 persons; same social-distancing protocols as Osborne Hall 
and Wellness Center.

TRAINING ROOM
  Students will need to make an appointment to visit the training room this summer. Appointments will be 

made through the ATS system.

  Temperatures will be taken on site and will be mandatory.

  A facial covering is necessary when in the training room. 

ID CARDS
Scan card before entry

WASH HANDS
Before and after workouts

EQUIPMENT
Bring your own water bottle

DISINFECT
Spray equipment before  
and after use
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ORIENTATION
  New Student Orientation is August 19 – 23. 

  Check-in will be in the Johnson Center with staggered arrival times according to last name. 

  New students will enter into the JC with families and friends waiting in the car. 

  Families may help students move into their residence hall and follow appropriate safety guidelines.  

  The week will offer a full range of indoor and outdoor activities that will comply with CDC guidelines and 
social-distancing considerations. Those students who plan to be remote will be offered a video conference 
for Orientation information.

  Face coverings will be required at indoor social gatherings; more details are available on the Orientation 
webpage: www.malone.edu/orientation 

RESIDENCE HALLS
Each hall is being individually evaluated for common space re-arrangement, sanitation procedures, and health 
standard guidelines. Implemented safety measures which include

  Reduced density in halls due to the size of Malone’s residential community and maximizing single room 
availability.

  Considering the health conditions of our vulnerable students by offering living accommodations, such as 
prioritizing single rooms, in an effort to reduce risk.

  Adaptations will be made in common areas to socially distance, reduce the number of people in a space, 
perhaps set a time limit for usage, and minimize risk of spread.

  Increased cleaning schedule of shared bathrooms, computer labs, kitchens, and laundry facilities. 

  Suspending use of shared water fountains in residence halls.

  Hand sanitizer will be placed at all building entrances with signage expecting use upon entry.

  Installing public health signage and messaging in all campus buildings, including common space and 
elevator capacities, as well as stairways, hallways, and floor marks.

  Any students who have already contracted and recovered from COVID-19 will be asked to self-identify and 
will be given instruction accordingly by our medical staff.
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  All students will receive a brief health screening upon moving into residence halls and will be given step-
by-step information on what they should do if they become symptomatic.

  Ohio is currently considered a “hot spot” state at the time of this publication.

  Per CDC guidelines, international students are recommended to quarantine for 2 weeks. Students will 
receive personal instructions if they need to quarantine. Each case will be evaluated on a student-by-
student basis to ensure their needs are being met. 

  Providing immediate isolation-capable rooms with private bathrooms and self-quarantine space in 
residence halls. Spaces have been established in several locations (with the ability to accommodate both 
male and female students) in the event that a student presents symptoms and cannot return home. Student 
Development staff will work to deliver meals and provide laundry services to those students in an effort to 
support their continued learning. 

  Utilizing an extended, coordinated move-in period during which returning students will be allotted specific 
times to move belongings into their residence hall.

  In August, Residence Life staff will receive COVID-19 Prevention & Preparedness Training for relevant staff 
tailored to how they interact with the students on campus. 

  Ongoing communication will encourage students to maintain proper disinfection protocols within their 
personal living spaces. 

  We anticipate having a three week restriction on external guests in our residence halls. Loved ones may 
gather in other spaces on campus such as the Dining Commons and Bennett Lounge. (Aug.19-Sept 9).

  On campus delivery protocol: students may still receive no-contact delivery. The deliverer should remain 
outside, no in-hall entry is permitted from off-campus deliveries of food, supplies, etc. (Door Dash, pizza 
companies, etc.). 
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SPIRITUAL FORMATION
The Spiritual Formation staff and the student Spiritual Life Committee look forward to connecting with new and 
returning students when the semester begins! Spiritual Formation programming will definitely look different in Fall 
2020, but we’ll continue to be on campus and online to encourage students to know, love, and serve Jesus Christ.

  Required Spiritual Formation Opportunity (SFO) attendance has been suspended for Fall 2020 and will be 
re-instituted in Spring 2021. This will allow the Spiritual Formation staff, student leaders, and volunteers to 
focus on a multitude of efforts – all aimed toward connecting students with God and one other.

  There will be dozens of Life Groups, continued Community Worship and Celebration services, and new 
pastoral care/student mentoring initiatives.

  Community Worship will be livestreamed every Wednesday with limited attendance permitted (face 
coverings and social distance guidelines apply). Balcony will not be open.

  Celebration will likely be held in the Johnson Center with the same guidelines as Community Worship.

   The Spiritual Formation Office will be limited to 2 guests at a time in the waiting area.

   Face coverings will be worn and social-distancing will be implemented at any gathering.

  If you have questions regarding SFOs or Office of Spiritual Formation programming, please contact Rev. Dr. 
Linda Leon at lleon2@malone.edu or 330-471-8442.

STUDENT DEVELOPMENT
  Office will be limited to two guests at a time in the waiting area.

  Face coverings will be worn and social-distancing implemented.

  Any pens used will be sanitized. 

  Markings will be placed in Bennett Lounge to promote 6-foot distancing. 
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STUDENT ACTIVITIES &  
COMMUNITY PROGRAMS

Our campus staff will provide a rich campus experience while maintaining compliance with the federal, state, and local 
guidelines.

  These programs may happen in small groups or medium size groups with social-distancing and masks, outdoors, 
or online to ensure minimization of spread and the safety of students, faculty, and staff. 

  Student groups are also expected to comply with federal, state, local, and CDC guidelines as they relate to 
meetings and events. 

  Outdoor activities may take place with no limit on attendees; however, physical distance is encouraged as well 
as other best practices. Outdoor events must demonstrate best practices and follow federal, state, and local 
guidelines. 

  Indoor student, employee, and community gatherings will be limited in group size and time until the state order 
limiting the size of gatherings is adjusted or lifted. These gatherings may include a combination of size-limited 
and time-limited in-person interactions and virtual events. If in-person, all best practices for distancing and 
spread minimization as ordered by the State, and recommended by the CDC, will be enforced.

  Indoor activities will consist of: Orientation programs, SFO programs, training workshops conferences/
educational programs, and student activities.

  External visitors: During your move-in day, family and friends are welcome in the residence halls. After move-
in day, there will be no external guests permitted in the residence halls for three weeks in order to safeguard 
students’ living environment as well as avoiding the need for even more rigorous cleaning and disinfecting 
procedures early in the semester. We do not wish to separate you from loved ones or inhibit hospitality. Therefore, 
in other campus buildings, students are welcome to gather with external guests. These include, but are not 
limited to, the  Barn/Bennett Lounge, Emma’s, Hoover Dining Commons, Regula Cafe, the Library, Osborne, etc.

  RENTAL & FACILITY / ROOM USE: This is an evolving situation that is reliant on state guidelines and orders 
regarding gatherings and room capacities. Under current circumstances at the time this report was developed, 
the spaces below will be brought back into use under recommended guidelines.

CONSIDERATIONS WHEN PLANNING AN EVENT:
  Determine if the event can be held outside.

  Determine the maximum capacity for the event based on physical distancing standards. 

  Safety measures to be taken could  include: removal of chairs to meet physical distancing  guidelines and  
adding hand sanitizer stations as necessary. 

  Rethink food delivery. 
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Malone is prepared to increase counseling services addressing stigma, as well as mental and emotional health needs. 
Some students may face stigma and discrimination due to COVID-19. Further, the uncertainties around COVID-19, and 
the physical isolation students may experience as a result of distancing efforts, may cause or heighten other mental 
health needs such as depression and anxiety.

  Student Counseling Center office will reopen with the start of the semester on August 24. 

  Student counseling services will be provided primarily by appointment and will come in the form of  
in-person counseling and telehealth. Crisis services will still be provided on an as-needed basis.

  Because staff have individual offices, physical distance is fairly easy to maintain. Counselor rooms will  
be rearranged to allow for 6-foot distance for appointments. 

  Hand sanitizer will be placed in each counselor’s office. Screenings can be provided online. 

  Appointments can be held in-person or virtually depending on how the fall semester unfolds. 

  Students should perform a personal health assessment before meeting for in-person services.

  Telehealth options are HIPPA-compliant and confidential.

  Pre-intake paperwork will completed over the phone with a counselor.

  For short-term counseling, the counselor will determine if a telehealth case is an option or if the student 
should change to another modality.

  Only students in the state of Ohio can be served with telehealth by counselors licensed in Ohio.  
Ohio Counselor and Social Worker Board is allowing for telehealth services only through August 4, 2020;  
this will likely be extended. 

  Because crises arise quickly and cannot be scheduled, flexibility will be provided for crisis situations.

STUDENT COUNSELING  
SERVICES
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STUDENT HEALTH CENTER
  Traffic on Whittier 1 in the SHC hallway will be restricted to patients only.  The waiting room has been 

reconfigured for social-distancing.

  Students are encouraged to make appointments.

  All staff members and contracted providers are required to wear appropriate Personal Protective 
Equipment (PPE) as directed by the policy of Aultman Hospital. 

  Masks for our onsite clinics are labeled as surgical masks. N95 masks are reserved for those caring for 
COVID-19 inpatients in the hospital. 

  All individuals (students, vendors, or company representatives) visiting the Health Center will have their 
temperature taken prior to being seen and will also complete a COVID-19 Symptom Questionnaire. 

  The COVID-19 Symptom Questionnaire is guided by the CDC recommendations. 

  If anyone has a temperature and/or symptoms consistent with COVID-19/CDC guidelines, they will be asked  
to call the health services nurse for instructions on how to present for their visit. 

  All patient contact areas will be sanitized after each patient visit. 

  If any concerning symptomology presents and potential isolation is needed, the appropriate contacts will 
be notified to ensure the safety of all staff members and/or students. 
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WELLNESS CENTER
  Facility is open to Malone faculty, staff, and students. (The decision to allow alumni and family members 

will be revisited in August).

  Please enter through the south Wellness Center doors and exit through the north Wellness Center doors.

  If you have any symptoms of COVID-19, do not come to the Wellness Center.

  Anyone coming to the Wellness Center will be asked to scan their Malone University ID and be asked a 
series of questions related to possible symptoms of COVID-19.

  All users must wash their hands before working out.

  Bring your own water bottle as water fountains are turned off.

  Bring your own towels, bands, stretch mats, rollers, etc.

  You must come dressed to work out and plan to leave with your exercise clothes on.  
Do not bring extra bags of clothing.

  Facial coverings are recommended when traveling  
between equipment.

  Some equipment will be disabled to ensure  
social-distancing protocols.

  Staff members will be sanitizing equipment  
throughout the day.

  Please adhere to social-distancing practices  
by not gathering or lingering near the equipment.

  Consider doing cardio outdoors.

Signs like the one pictured 
here will be posted outside 

the Wellness Center.
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ARRIVAL CHART
IF THIS TIME DOES NOT WORK FOR YOU, PLEASE EMAIL EMILY DEINERT AT RESIDENCELIFE@MALONE.EDU.

STUDENT GROUP Arrival Time 
(1 – 3 p.m.)

Resident Assistants Returners: August 9
New RAs: August 11

Course Assistants Tuesday, August 11

Student Senate August 15 –17

International Students Monday, August 10
For two week quarantine

Fall Athletes August 10 – 22*

First-year Students Wednesday, August 19

Transfer Students Thursday, August 20

Returning Students Saturday, August 22
Sunday, August 23

*Athletes should continue to be in communication with their coaches for updates about arrival to campus  
and practice schedules as the NCAA continues to make decisions.
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HOT SPOT STATES &
INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS

As of July 22, a travel advisory has been issued: Individuals traveling to Ohio from 9 states or internationally are urged to 
self-quarantine for 14 days upon arrival to Ohio. The advisory applies to residents of Ohio returning to the state from one 
of the listed areas, as well as to visitors of Ohio. Students who have resided in or traveled through the following hot spot 
states as of August 1 are recommended to self-quarantine in their current location or Ohio for 14 days.

   Alabama   Mississippi
   Arizona   Nevada
   Florida   South Carolina
   Georgia   Texas
   Idaho 

We anticipate that states will change. Please watch the Ohio site for updated information. 

https://governor.ohio.gov/wps/portal/gov/governor/media/news-and-media/covid19-update-07222020 

As of July 14, any F-1 visa international student is not barred from entry into the U.S. if the university is offering on-ground 
courses. Should you choose to study remotely for the fall semester, your student visa will remain active in SEVIS.   
If you are returning to the U.S., the CDC recommends that international students self-quarantine for 14 days.

See this website for info:  

https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/travelers/after-travel-precautions.html
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SELF-QUARANTINE
WHAT IS SELF-QUARANTINE? 
The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention recommends isolation and quarantine measures to help protect the 
public in times of a public health crisis and outbreak of communicable diseases. 

“Quarantine in general means the separation of a person or group of people, who is reasonably believed to have been 
exposed to a communicable disease but not yet symptomatic,” says Dr. George A. Diaz, chief of infectious diseases at 
Providence Regional Medical Center Everett in Washington (Howley, 2020)*. 

WHAT DO WE MEAN BY SELF-QUARANTINE? 
  Staying at home (unless seeking medical care) and be separated from others as much as possible. 

  If possible, work remotely. If you are unable to work remotely, you must wear a face covering and stay 6 ft 
from others. Reduce contact in every way possible.

  Check your symptoms daily. Many find a free phone app to do self-checks helpful, such as symptomate.com.

  Plan to buy food for 14 days so you don’t have to go out.

DON’T:

  Don’t invite visitors or friends into your room/home.

  Don’t leave your room/home unless absolutely necessary.

  Don’t share utensils and other household items with others.

DO:

  Wear a face covering.

  Wash your hands regularly with soap and water and use hand sanitizer with at least 60% alcohol if you don’t 
have easy access to soap and water.

  Disinfect surface areas daily, including electronics – especially phones, laptops, and other devices.

  Wash utensils and other items thoroughly.

  Avoid others in the household as best you can.

  Keep your hands away from your face.

  Practice all other prevention tips the CDC recommends, including covering your coughs and sneezes with a 
tissue or your sleeve and immediately throwing the tissue into the trash.

  You can go outside for individual exercise.

*Howley, Elaine. US News & World Report, “How to Self-Quarantine”, March 23, 2020.
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WHAT-IF QUESTIONS
WHAT IF THERE IS A SECOND WAVE, SECONDARY PEAK, OR 
RESURGENCE OF COVID-19?
Experts do indicate that a resurgence is possible. We must be diligent to continue frequent hand washing, cleaning 
surfaces often, and using protective equipment while continuing to follow social distancing guidelines. Remote 
options have been put in place for continuing education, and we will continue following appropriate guidelines by 
state officials if/when the time comes.

These plans represent an assumption that Malone University will have face-to-face classes and residence hall 
operations. While these are the assumptions, all units are preparing to pivot should the need arise to move 100% online. 

WHAT IF THERE’S A SECOND WAVE, WILL WE GET A REFUND IF THE 
CAMPUS GOES REMOTE?
The University may adjust the housing services schedule contained herein, temporarily close, and/or place 
restrictions on use of housing facilities as necessary in the University’s sole discretion to preserve the health 
and safety of its students and the campus community. In the event of temporary closures, restrictions, and/or 
adjustments to the housing services schedule, the University shall not be obligated to issue refunds or credits, 
whether partial or full, for such interruptions or adjustments.

Refund policy/procedure can be found here:

http://catalog.malone.edu/content.php?catoid=22&navoid=1481#Credit_Refunds_and_Withdrawals

WHAT IF I WANT TO DELAY MY RETURN TO CAMPUS HOUSING?
If you do not feel ready to return to the residence halls in August, Residence Life will accommodate you in whatever 
way we can. You are always welcome to move in at a later date, if you feel that is the best decision for you. The remote 
instructional model is available to you so you can participate in class and not fall behind.  

WHAT CAN I DO TO HELP PREVENT THE SPREAD OF GERMS? 
According to the guidance provided by the Center for Disease Control and the Ohio Department of Health, the most 
important thing our community can be doing at this time is to practice simple strategies to prevent the spread of germs:  

  Wash your hands frequently for at least 20 seconds. 
  Clean surfaces such as door knobs, remote controls, and cell phones frequently. 
  Do not touch your eyes, nose, and mouth with your bare hands. 
  Cover your mouth and nose with a tissue when coughing or sneezing, then throw the tissue away. 
  Stay away from people who are sick.     
  If you are ill or become ill, stay at home.  

We are currently planning training for staff and student leaders on safety precautions for this fall. We encourage 
you to take a break from watching, reading, or listening to news stories, including social media, if you are feeling 
overwhelmed or distressed. In the meantime, eat healthy foods, get plenty of sleep, and find time to unwind. 
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OTHER RESOURCES
The novel coronavirus 2019 (COVID-19) pandemic may be stressful for people. Fear and anxiety about a new disease 
and what could happen can be overwhelming and cause strong emotions. Public health actions, such as social 
distancing, can make people feel isolated and lonely and can increase stress and anxiety. However, these actions are 
necessary to reduce the spread of COVID-19. Coping with stress in a healthy way will make you, the people you care 
about, and your community stronger.

 TAKE CARE OF YOUR MENTAL HEALTH
        Get immediate help if you are in crisis:

  Call 911
  National Distress Hotline: 1-800-985-5990 or text TalkWithUs to 66746
  National Suicide Prevention: 1-800-273-TALK (8255)
  SAMHSA’s National helpline: 1-800-662-HELP (4357) and TTY 1-800-487-4889

TAKE CARE OF YOURSELF AND YOUR COMMUNITY
Taking care of your friends and your family can be a stress-reliever, but it should be balanced with care for yourself. 
Helping others cope with their stress, such as by providing social support, can also make your community stronger. 
During times of increased social-distancing, people can still maintain social connections and care for their mental 
health. Phone calls or video chats can help you and your loved ones feel socially connected, less lonely, or isolated.

HEALTHY WAYS TO COPE WITH STRESS
  Know the facts. Know what to do if you are sick and are concerned about COVID-19. Contact a health 

professional before you start any self-treatment for COVID-19.

  Take care of yourself mentally. Know where and how to get treatment and other support services and 
resources, including counseling or therapy (in person or through telehealth services).

  Take care of your emotional health. Taking care of your emotional health will help you think clearly and 
react to the urgent needs to protect yourself and your family.

  Take breaks from watching, reading, or listening to news stories, including those on social media. Hearing 
about the pandemic repeatedly can be upsetting.

  Take care of your body.

  Take deep breaths, stretch, or meditate

  Try to eat healthy, well-balanced meals

  Exercise regularly

  Get plenty of sleep

  Connect with others or faith-based organizations. While social-distancing measures are in place, consider 
connecting online, through social media, or by phone or mail.
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RECOVERING FROM COVID-19 OR ENDING HOME ISOLATION
It can be stressful to be separated from others if you have or were exposed to COVID-19. Each person ending a period 
of home isolation may feel differently about it.

Emotional reactions may include:

  Mixed emotions, including relief.

  Fear and worry about your own health and the health of your loved ones.

  Stress from the experience of having COVID-19 and monitoring yourself or being monitored by others.

  Sadness, anger, or frustration because friends or loved ones have fears of getting the disease from you, 
even though you are cleared to be around others.

  Guilt about not being able to perform normal work or parenting duties while you had COVID-19.

  Worry about being re-infected even though you’ve already had COVID-19.

  Other emotional or mental health changes.

STILL HAVE QUESTIONS?
 If you have further questions, please do not hesitate to contact us. You can call or email us - or there is a place to 
submit questions on the website should you not find an answer in this document: Question Submissions.

Keep those impacted by COVID-19, whether physically, emotionally or fiscally, in your prayers. 

                                                                                           
*CDC website: https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/daily-life-coping/managing-stress-anxiety.html

STAY
HEALTHY
MALONE
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